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Abstract,O Two theories of truth for counterfactual conditionals are 

developed. Both differ from current theories in that their explanations do 

not stop at the level of a comparative similarity relation of worlds. 

They differ from one another in that the first one traces comparative 

similarity, and with it counterfactual truth, back to the beliefs of a 

speaker, whereas the second one takes the knowledge of a speaker as its 

starting point. It is argued that the first theory is preferable to the 

second one, and that both these clear-cut 'coherence' theories are preferable 

to any, necessarily vague, 'correspondence'theory. 

Turning, then, to questions of presupposition it is shown that a 

counterfactual conditional can be used appropriately only if its antecedent 

is believed to be false. This necessary condition for the conversational 

correctness of a counterfactual statement is discussed in detail, and an 

attempt is made to justify it in view of some maxims of conversation. 

Logics are discussed in an appendix. 

§ 0 Introduction 

The following pages contain an essay on some of the pragmatic and some 

of the semantic peculiarities of some kinds of conditional sentences. To be 

more specific: I shall settle, formally, questions of presupposition and 

truth in connection with r wo conditional ope r a t o r s ©--", and~ to hr, read 

·successively as: 

If it were the case that , then il would be the case thai . 
Ij' it were the case that , then il might be the case that . 

1 hope to formally settle these questions such that the result may be 

regarded as a set-theoretic characterization of the semantic and pragmatic 

behaviour of counterfactual conditionals in natural language. 

In setting out my views, I shall adopt without scruples the method qf 

possible worlds. Moreover, in comparing my views with competing ones, I shall 

restrict myself to the theories o( those who, lik,• my s e l t , l111v,· ,•mpl,,y,•,i t h i » 

method. 1 

What are the truth conditions for statements 'If it were the case that 

A, then it would be the case that B'? Several2 answers to this question 

have been offered in the past few years, yet none of them is completely 

,satisfactory. Part of the problem is still to be solved: an important 

part, as some of the authors involved admit; a part -which cannot be solved without 

falling into vagueness, as the others e r gue , To exp l icat e this point I shall 

here compare the views of Stalnaker (1968) with those of Lewis (1973) 

Loosely speaking3, we can say that both their accounts are alike in that 

they take a counterfactual (A 1£)-+B) to be true in a possible wo r Ld w iff the 

consequent Bis true in all worlds --w' in which the antecedent A is true and 

which in other respects resemble u. as closely as possible. Yet differences appear 

when we ask them for an elaboration of the italicized phrase. 

Stalnaker takes for granted that exactly one such antecedent-world....,, 

resembling-.., in other respects as closely as possible can be found, and he 

stresses the point that 'the context of utterance, the purpose of the assertion, 
and the beliefs of the speaker or his community'~ may make a difference to the 

particular world "'1' which has this property, In other words, counterfactuals are 

pragmatically ambiguous. Unfortunately he does not specify how these contextual 

features make that ~ifferenci to this world-..,', but contents himself with 

specifying some formal constraints on the possible outcome. 

I believe that Stalnaker is right on this point of pragmatic ambiguity, and 

hope to supply full rvidence for it in due course. Moreover, much of what 

fullows can be seen as an s t t cmp t to bridge the gap be r ween c o n t e x r u a I features 

on the one hand, and that particular antecedent-world -.w' resembling '1W in other 

respects as closely as possible on the other. It will appear, however, that we 

must drop his assumption that there is always to be found exactly c~ such world 

"''. Actually, we cannot even be certain of finding one set of worlds -.w' in wh i c h 

the antecedent is true and which in other respects r e semb l e. w as close] y as 

possible, We are up against several such sets, the members of which in other 
respects all resemble ,was closely as possible, but different members of 

different such sets each in their own other respects. ' Each in their own other 

respects': perhaps we ought to stop talking in terms of resemblance as soon as 

this notion forces us to use this kind of language. 

Lewis, for his part, is rather free and easy with the 'other respects' 1n 
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which the antecedent-worlds IW1 should r e s emb l e ,w a s c l o s e l y .is po s s i b l o , IJ,, 

simply advises us to look whether the consequent is true in all uute~<'dl'nl 

worlds IW1 which are most similar, overall, to IW, and introduces a comparitive 

overall similarity relation between possible worlds in his formal set up to 

settle this affair. He admits that this notion is vague, but 'vague in a well 

understood way •••• it is just the sort of vagueness that we must use to give a 

correct a1,alysis of something that is itself undeniably vague'5• In other 

words, counterfactuals are, in Lewis's view, semantically vague rather than 

pragmatically ambiguous. He admits that contextual features may be somewhat 

helpful in narrowing the range of this vagueness, but comparative similarity, 

and with it counterfactual truth, do not wholly depend on context. There are, 

indeed, only vague borderlines, but that does not mean there are no borderlines 

at all. 

It is my purpose, however, to show that we can do without such a pre 

established,vague relation of comparative overall similarity. Instead I shall 

take Popper's maxim ',r-imilarity presupposes the adoption of a point of view' 6 

as my starting point, and show how something like a comparative similarity 

relat;on, though it be no comparative overall similarity relation, is induced 

in a set of po s s i b I e worlds by what I shall call the prejudices and assumptions 

a speaker holds at a certain moment. I do of course realize that in doing so 

counterfactual truth will turn out to be speaker-dependent, and that I shall 

anly barter vagueness for subjectivity. Nevertheless, my aim is to convince the 

reader that the latter is more 'natural', and much to be preferred to the former. 

§ I Preliminaries 

Giving a set-theoretic description of a phenomenon in natural language is 

I ike drawing a cartoon: leeve out everything that is not important, exaggerate 

:.he few t h i ng s left, and you may end with the most striking characterization of 

what is going on. 

The first thing to be retajned in my cartoon is a non-empty set$ of so 

called speakers. A second set we cann ill afford to do without is a non-empty 

set 14 of so-called (possible) worlds. Within our set-theoretical model these 

possible worlds will serve as the situation our speakers might discuss, hear of, 

tl ·,k of, or come across in any other conceivable way. A special non-empty subset 

a, of 1W will serve as the set of those situation that together make up the 'real' 

hic toru, And, although we shall neglect problems of time and tense as much as 

possible, we shall sometimes heuristically refer to members of lH as 'moments 

(of time)'. Our speakers are supposed to utter their sentences at some of these 

moments, and to this purpose we introduce a non-empty subset C of $ x lH of so 

called (utterance) contexts. In doing so we can take ordered couples <A,<•,1>1>>, 

where A is a sentence and <s,IW> EC, to represent assertions, i.e. utterances 

of a certain sentence by a certain speaker at a certain moment. 

I want to stress that, from the point of view adopted here, questions like 

"What is a possible world?" and "Do possible worlds really exist?" are rather 

misleading. A possible world is a set, and you may take anything that is a 

set in virtue of, for instance, the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms as a possible 

world. Thus questions about the essence and existence of possible worlds 

become questions about the essence and existence of sets. These are questions 

to be asked by people discussing set-theory, not by people like us who are 

using it. To put it differently: we are talking about possible worlds in 

connection with natural language in the same way as physicists talk about 

electron orbits in connection with atomic spectra. Both electron orbits and 

possible worlds are nothing but theoretical entities in a mathematical model 

constructed in order to explain some ill-understood phen0menon. 

Now you could, of course, restate the first question, and ask: "What kind 

of ill-understood things are modeled by these theoretical entities called 

possible worlds?" But then you should not be surprised that I can only but 

repeat the phrase 'any situation one might discuss, hear of, think of, or come 

across in any other conceivable way'. And in answer to a rewording of the second 

question, I would say that 1 believe it is precisely one of these situations 

which really exists at this very moment. 

Of course, we must constantly see to it that our possible worlds do not, 

in our theoretical f i arne , behave differently from Lheir alleged sources. But 

thus far nothing has been mentioned a bou c po s s i b Le worlds which cannot be sa i d 

abouL any situation anyone of us mighl co~rcjve. I have nowhere stated that 

""Y of our speakers$"$ is capable of conceiving, let alone describing, a ny 

po s s i b l e world"""' 1W completely. Moreover, some of our speakers may (partial I y' 

conceive o I a particular situation, and yet choose the wrong words Lo -Ic sc r i b c 

il; they may think of «orne t h i og that they c a nno t put into words al n: l. And, 

confronted with a sètuation which they did nut conceive of themselv~s, they 

may not only choose the wrong words for something they rightly think to be the 

case, but also wrongly estimate what in fact is going on. 

S0 much for the notiou of possible worlds. A more complicated notion is 

the notion of a proposition. lt is easy enough to stipulate that we will call 

every subset of 1W a proposition, bul to explain how these propositions are to 
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function within our formal cartoon, and how they are related to the 

'propositions' philosophers talk about is a more difficult affair, 

Remember the definition of an assertion: an assertion is a sentence 

uttered by a speaker se$ in a context <s,iw>., IC, in short, an ordered couple 

<A,<s,ll,,,I'>>. Let us call every triple <A,<s;&i>;tw'> such that <A,<s;'!W'>> is an 

assertion and n.1' ~u,i a judgment, and let us reserve the word statement for 

judgments <A,<s,iw>;cw'> such that 1W = 'IW'. Judgments are to be taken as assertions 

about a certain possible world, and statements are to be taken as judgments in 

which a speaker utters a sentence about his own world. We can now state our 

program thus: we want to define, recurs .vely, what it means for certain 

judgments to be true. That is, we want to define the truth value of judgments 

<A,<s;w>;w'>, with A a (complex) sentence of a language we still have to specify, 

in terms of the truth values of judgments <B,<s,,w>;tw">, with Ba (proper) 

component sentence of A7• 

Notice that within my formal scheme truth values are predicated of ordered 

triples: sentences/uttered in a certain context/about a certain situation. And 

notice that within natural language truth and falsity vary with these variables 

as we!l. Of course, I would agree if you remarked that in a primary sense we are 

always talking about the situation in which we are talking8, that you can say 

"that's t r ue " or "that's f a l se" as soon as I give you a sentence and the context 

in which this sentence is uttered. By way of example, take the sentence 'I am 

twenty-six years old', and yourself as the utterer at the moment of your reading 

this paper. I agree that it is 'natural' to take the resulting assertion as an 

assertion about the moment that you are reading this, and not as an assertion 

about a moment four years ago. But assertions about other situations are often 

made implicitly: if you were to c l.a i n; tl,at the (complex) sentence 'I was twenty 

six four years ago', uttered by you at th"' very moment of your reading this 

paper (and 'naturally' about this moment as well), is true, then you would 

implicitly claim that the (simpler) sentence 'I am twenty-six', uttered by you 

at this moment about the moment four years ago, is true. Formulating truth 

conditions is a matter of makin3 explirit what a statement implicitly claims to 

be the case. That is where assertions about other worlds enter the scene. 

That is why we are interested in truth conditions for judgments in general, and 

not only in truth conditions for statements. 

We may now indicate how the above-mentioned propositions will function 

within our formal frame. I hope that it is clear that we will have amply 

fulfilled the desire for truth conditions for judgments <A,<s,lW>,lW'> as soon as 

we have defined, for each assertion <A,<s,v>>·, the set of possible worlds "CW" 

such that the judgment <A,<s,,w>,,w"> is true. If we make this our strategy, t he n 

sets of possible worlds are going to play a prominent role in our formal seL- 

up, as we have to construct our truth definition in such a way that the set of 

possible worlds "CW"· such that a (complex) judgment <A,<s;w>;w"> is true can be 

defined in terms of other sets, each containing the possible worlds about which a 

(proper) component sentence of A can be truthfully asserted. Therefore, it becomes 

desirable to introduce a special notation '[A] 'for the set of worlds "CW' 
<s ;1,.1> 

such that the judgment <A<s,,w>,,w'> is true. Read '[A] ' as 'the proposition 
<S,'IW> 

expressed by the assertion <A,<s,1W>>'; then, instead of our previous clause 'the 

judgment <A,<s,,w>,u.,'> is true', you ma) write 111,J'E[A] ', and read this as 
<s ;'iW> 

'the proposition [A] hol.de for IW' '. 
<s ,tw> 

The main reason for introducing the rather abstract notion of a proposition 

1n addition to the much more familiar notion of a judgment is this: we can now 

talk about what an assertion expresses without reference to the assertion that 

expresses it. Propositions are to be understood as non-linguistic entities that 

may be expressed by many speakers at many moments, using many different 

sentences. Sometimes a speaker may not know how to express something which he 

nevertheless wants to put into words, and sometimes there may be no way of putting 

a proposition into words at all. Propositions, so understood, are very abstract 

entities indeed, exhibiting many of the properties traditionally ascribed to 

them. But notice that our propositions are not supposed to capture the meaning 

of an assertion; they only capture truth conditjons. They represent the meaning 

of an assertion just as far as knowing the meaning of an assertion boils down 

to knowing the kind of conceivable situations about which the assertion can 

truly be made. 

§ 2 Prejudices and Assump:ions 

Up to now our set-theoretical carto0n consists of speakers, possible worlds, 

~ 'real' history, and a set of contexts. [tis time to introduce the key noLion 

of this article: we are going to supply our speakers with opinions. We irLroduce 

a function O that assigns to each context <s,,w> and each possible wo r I d w ' a 

set of propositions O IW' • If IP•O 1W' then we shall call IP an opinion (belief, <s ;u.,> <s ,tJ,J> 
view) of the speaker sat the moment cw un the world""'. A speaker may 

concurrently have different opinions on different worlds. Different speakers 

may simultaniously differ in their opinions on the same world. And the same 

speaker may have different opinions on the same world at different moments. 

hope that this is adequate as an explanation of the different arguments of O. 

We don't suppose that our speakers have opinions about all possible worlds 
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u..r\u..J: it may be the c a s e that a> \W' is omp t y , lln t lu- o rhor hn ud , wt' nei t lu- r --s,w:-- 
suppose uur speakers tu have opinions only about the world in wh i c u Lhcy are 

speaking, or only about the 'real' worlds w'•IH; they are entitled to hold views 

of their own on worlds described in fiction or depicted on the screen, to say 

nothing about the worlds they dream up themselves as well. 

Let us for a moment concentrate on one context <s,w>, one world 1W1, and 
I I 

the corresponding set O., Let 'low I' •denote the intersection of , < s , w> < s ;w> , 
QJ 1W within lW, i.e. the set of worlds ,w'l;lW such that ,w'\.lP for all lP E.() 1W > < S ,iw> 1 1 < S ,,w 
Notice that lai 1W I= 1W if QJ 1W = 0. We shall call the elements of 

t < $ ,'lol> < $ ,'1i/> I 

O., rrrutuaUy incompatible iff !ai"" I = 0. < s ;1,,1> < s , .. il> 
There is a difference between on the one hand propositions JP such that 

!ai.,, ic JP but p<j, QJ ""
1 

, and on the other hand propositions 'I such that 
< $ ,tw> < S ,l'W> I 

'l_E [e ,w' I• Both kinds of propositions hold for all iw",e lo 1W I, i.e. they <s ,tw> <s ,TW> 
hold for all wo r Ld s w" that answer to the idea which s has formed of "'11• But 

a proposition 'Ie().,, is so to speak constitutive for this idea, and we 
<s ;cw> 

may expect the s in question to present and defend it as a truth about \W1, 

whereas it may take his opponents quite a while to shows that he does hold 

a proposition 1P - lo iw' ic JP tut IP I, 0 .,, - at least implicitly in virtue 
<s ,1W> <s ,1,1> 

that he explicitly defends. of the opiPions 
' such that Im"' lep an implicit opinion and reserve 

< s ,\W> 
(rather than 'explicit opinions') for 

certain context; but, aside from using them, it i s u gru.ld lui b i t ll• 

occasionally test your theories as well. In such a context you are t r y i ug Lo 

bring about a situation in which that law of nature does not hold. You have 

asked yourself ."Wha"t ·would be the case, if this law were not to hold?", and 

in looking for an answer to that question you may have taken some of your 

other theories for granted, but not the one you are willing to test. On the 

other hand, it will do no harm if you nevertheless continue to assume that the 

law in question holds for all '!''.all. 

The reader may not appreciate my Jumping together the most distinguished 

scientific theories with the vilest prejudices. I admit immediately that, from 

a methodological point of view, this is unfair, if not insulting. But, as 

stated before, I am interested in laws in use, and not in the question of how 

they came into use. I want each P ,..,, to function as the set of propositions 
<s,u,;t> 

that constitute a speaker's theoretical field of view at a certain moment. And 

then, from a logical point of view, there is no distinction to be made between 

a thorough scholar, willing to change the spectacles that fix his field of 

view as soon as we offer him better ones, and a narrow-minded what-do-you 

call'em, who will keep wearing the very same blinkers for the rest of his life. 
We shall call a proposition lP 

Our speakers are not supposed to 

way. We shall split up every O ""
1 

into two parts: prejudices and assumptions. 
< s ,lW> 

Within our frame, prejudices will function as the opinions a speaker in a 

the phrase 
lW' 

the elements JP"'() <a~> 
adhere to all their views 

'opinions' 

in the same 

particular context is not willing to give up, come what may, when he is 

discussing matters pertaining to any of the 'real' worlds"""" IH, ; .o.w., 

prejudices are to functior, as propositions a speaker considers tu be laws of 

nature. 9 

ln order to settle this, we can take a function '.IP from C 

powerset of the powerset of 1W such that (i) lP iw' = 0 if '1W
1fc lH; (ii) 

iw" . i " • • • u.,' 1W' <s.'U,l> 
lP if iw ,..,, ,;n{; and (Li i ) F c ól 
<$,~.J-> <SjlW'> <s,,w> 

The following r ema r k s are in order: first, we take 

trusting that our speakers are willing to cast off 

x lW into the 
,w' 

JP <s ,iw> 

l' ""' = 0 if -,w'/IH 
<s ,TJ;,1> 

their prejudices if they 

At this point we can put our considerations together, and state that our 

set-theoretical cartoon for its nonlinguistic part must consist of a so-called 

frame: 

Def. I A frame T is a sextuple <.1-1,$ ,lH ,a:,© ,i'> such that '\W 'f 0; $ 'f <p; 

(/J ,#IH..:\W; 01' (.c$x!-I; I[) is a function; dom(O)=C~; ran(ól)Cpow(pow(IW)); 

lP is a function; dom(lP)=C)4,.I; ran(P)cpnw(pow(IW)); for all a:" C and 

The 

iw 4 1H: JI'"" = (p; for ,,11 c ., C a nd .,, ,iw', lH: 'IP.., 
,: C 

[P1W C Q)1W, 
C C 

elements of 1W are called '(possible) worlds'; the elements of $ 'speakers'; 

,w' IP for all .-£0: and ..,,s\H: 
C 

are confronted with "just fairy-tales" Secondly, all prejudices are opinions 

that a spcake, in a certain context holds on all worlds :IW
1
£ IH. But not vice 

versa: not all opinions that a speaker holds in a certain context about all 

real worlds .w't lH have to be prejudices. The reason for this: I want prejudices 

to function in our cartoon as the laws of nature a speaker is using in a 

Ill is called 'history'; the elements of a: 'contexts'; if c=<s,.w><eC and -.w',c \W then 

the elements of O ,w' arc called 'opinions of s in <s,-..> on w "; the elements 
1 <$ ,lW> 

of every IP.., are called 'prejudices of s in <s,-..> about \W1
; the elements 

< $ ,'fW> I 

of every (0 .,, "'lP"" ) are called 'assumptions of z in <s,'!'> about -,w'. 
<$ JW> <s Jtw> 

Sc½sets of 1W are called 'propositions'. 

Our speakers are still in need of a language, and for our purpose any of 

the languages answering to the following definition will do: 

,._, ..... -.:-~--.----))! 
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Def.2 A language~ is a fourtuple <AT,UN,BI,SEN> such that 

- AT i- ¢; the elements of AT are called 'atomic sentences'. 

- UN contains seven elements: ...., , 0 , <> , 181 , $ , may, must; the 

elements of UN are called 'unary operators'. 

- BI contains six 

and~. 
AT, UN and BI are pairwise disjoint sets. Let) and ( be two sets 

distinct from the elements of ATvUNuBI. Lett_ be the set consisting 

of the finite concatenations of elements of ATvUNvBiv{(,)}. (We 

shall freely indicate concatendtion by juxtaposition.) 

- SEN, the set of so-called 'sentences', is the smallest subset of ~ 

such that (i) ATc.SEN; (ii) if 0 ,;UN and A<eSEN, then 0A" SEN; (iii) if 

9" BI and B,C "SEN, then (Bel C) te SEN. 

I have already indicated that we will construct our truth definition as a 

function mapping assertions on propositions. In definition 3 truth conditions 

are presented for sentences not containing any of our special conditional 

operators. 

Def. 3 Let lF be a frame and t._ be a language. An inter>pr>etation of '2/-__ into lF is a 

function [], where dom([]) = SENxl!: and ran( []) C pow(\W), such that for 

every A E SEN and <s ,llol> é C: 

- if A£cAT 

- if A= ~B 

so-called 'binary operators': &, v, ::i, =, ~. 

then [A] = [A] , , for every <s' ;n,' > E Il: 
<s,-1w> <s ,,w > 

then ,w' E [A] iff ,w' ,; [Bll 
<$ ;Uil> i ~ <s ,V,,1> 

- if A=(B&C) t hen w ' E [A] iff ,w'.,,_ [B1l <$ ;vw> '..11 <s ,tJil> 
- if A=(BvC) then tw1E [A] iff -rw' € [B] <s;niJ> . <:s,"lW> 

- if A=(B:,C) t hen w ' ,c [A] iff ,w' f [B] - <s,,w-> <s;1,.1> 

- if A=(B=C) then ,w'"' ~A] iff 'IW
1

€ [B] <s7•.-1> <s;v.,,> 
then ,w' .a [A] iff ...,",.. [B] '<s ,v> <s ,YJii> 

then 1W1"' [A] iff -rw"E [B] <s,"W> ,- <s ,«> 

thentw'E [A] iff \IPlW \c[B]< < s ,,w> < s r: $ ;cw> 
then ,w' e [A] iff \JP"' \,.[Bil i- ¢ <s,iw> <$1,w> <s;~> 

- if A=mustB then ,w'., [A] iff \ID"" \c[B] <s ,IW> <£ r: <s ;w,> 
- if A=mayB then,w',a [A] iff \IDlW \/\[Bl< > f ¢ < $ ,iw> < s jfJi/> - $ ,Gil 

- if A= DB 

- if A= (>B 

- if A=lillB 

- if A=~B 

tl,al un thi" point our cartoon does give too rosy a picture of what is going 

un in reality. Discussions carried on in a natural language often end in a 

merely verbal dispute: a seeming difference in opinion turns out to be nothing 

but a disagreement on the meaning of some term or another. I want to avoid these 

things happening in our cartoon, as these kinds of discussions do not interest 

me here. The fourth line accounts for that distortion10. 

The proposed truth conditions for mustB - read: 'it must be the case that 

ll' - and mayB - read: 'it is maybe the case that B' - are basically the same as 

the ones proposed by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1975)11• mayB uttered by a 

speaker s in a context <s,t.1> about a world "IW' is true iff there is a world "IW" 

for which (i) all the opinions of s in <s;t.1> on iw' hold, and (ii) [B] 
<s,1o1> 

holds. mustB uttered by a speaker s in a context <,;w> about a world iw' is true 

iff [B] holds for every ,w" for which all the opinions of s in the context <s ,""W> 
<s,llol> on the world ,w' hold. 

The truth condition for ~Bis somewhat weaker than the one proposed for 

mayB. It is therefore tempting to read ~Bas 'it might be the case that B'. 

Notice that a judgment <$B,<s,-..,>,,w'> is true if there exists, in the light of 

the theories that s in 

holds. If s happens to 

<~A,<s,,w>,TW'> is true 

<s,-..,> holds on ,w', a possible world for which [B] <s ,"U,oJ> 
hold no theories on ,w', for instance if ,w',f ll-1, then 

if and only if <OA,<s,1W>,1W1> is true: in the worlds of 

fiction everything logically possible might happen. Likewise: if we restrict 

ourselves to worlds...,,., Ill then a judgment < 181B,<s,iw>;iw'> is true iff [B] <s ,lW> 
holds in all worlds 'IW" that are physically possible according to Ii in <!i;u,,>. 

and 1W1<e lfc] ~ <s ,"tW> 
or ,w' E [c] <s ,lW> 
or'IW',;[c] <s ,1W> 
iff -.w'.e [c] <s ,"tW> 
for every 'IW11E 'v./ 

But if -.w'd ]-J then lW1E [181B] iff iw'£ [DB] . I propose to read lil!B as T <s,lW> <s;n.v> 
'it should be the case that B' or equivalently(!) as 'it's a natural law that 

8'. but 1 want in passing to note that most of us start showing off our learning 

with a simple 'It's an accomplished fact that .... ' 

for some "9'".e. Tul 

l shall here only expound on the merits of the fourth and the last four 

lines of this definition. Hopefully, the reader is familiar with the remaining ones. 

Let us take the fourth line first: it says that, given an atomic sentence A, 

all our speakers in all contexts express the same proposition by A. I must admit 

I can only think of one serious argument against the proposed truth 

conditions: I can imagine an opponent who rightly notes that judgmenc3 

mustA,<s;v,,>,w1> and <~A,<$,1W>,Vw1> can be true, whereas in fact [A] does <s;V,,,1> 

not hold for v', and that judgments <mayA,<s,1W>,iw1> and <~A,<s,"'>,iw'> can be' 

false, whereas in fact [A] does hold for lW'12• More generally: opinions 
<s "'7> 

that do not in fact hold, mere beliefs, may make a difference to the truth 

value of muet:«, may-,181- and ~-judgments. Our opponent is really worried by 

this, and he presents us with the following, puzzling case with respect to must 

sentences (hopefully the reader can think of the analogues with respect to 

~-.<!)-and may-sentences): suppose that the statement <mustA,<s,"'>,IW> is 
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true on behalf of prejudices and assumptions that Jo not in fact hu l d for IW. 

Suppose, furthermore, that at a moment 1W1 later than 1W s discovers that [A] 
< s ,\W> 

did not in fact hold for IW. Don't you think that s in the context <s,iw'> would 

conclude that his statement <mustA,<s,lW>,iw> was false after all? 

My answer to this question runs as follows (and the reader may fill in my 

answer to the analogous questions): No! The only things has to conclude in the 

context <s;1w1> is that the statement <A,<s,"1>,iw> would have been false, and that 

the best thing he can now do is change his mind with respect to iw. Then 

<mustA,<s;iw'>,lW> will become false, but s may still take <mustA,<s;w>;w> to have 

been true in that particular context <s,"1>. (Moreover, he still may truly say, 

at1Jo11, with respect toiw, that it should have been the case that A. See below.) 

My opponent, however, takes the other horn of the dilemma; he advocates 

the following correction of our truth conditions: Let *o "'1 be the set of all 
' ' <s,u..,> * ' 

JP« 0"' such that (i) ,w'., JP and (ii) if p<=IP"' then lHcp. Let F"' be 
<s ,'&I'> , <s ,-w> * <s ,"W> 

~he set of all JPclP"" such that !Hqp. Define an interpretation to be a 
<s ,"W> 

function []*just like [], except for the last four lines in the definition 
iw' 

of [], where every occurrence of 'O ' has to be replaced by an occurrence * I <J;,'117> f I 

of '~"" ', and every occurrence of 'P 1W ' by an occurrence of '~"' '. In < s ;w> <s ,iw> <11w> 
doing so it will never happen that <mustA,<s,1W>;iw'> or <1'.iilA,<s,1W>,"11> are true, 

whereas in fact <A,< iii ,iw> ;w' > is false, and that <may A, <s ,tw> ,l'W 1 > or < tl)A, <s ,'lol> ;w' > 

are false, whereas in fact <A,<s,1W>,1W1> is true: erroneous beliefs do not 

interfere in matters of truth and falsity any longer. 

I admit, of course, that this is another way of solving the puzzle(s). 

But I wonder why my opponent has resorted to such a weighty manoeuvre; perhaps 

he has missed the first, somewhat subtler way of dealing with it by overlooking 

the fact that must-sentences (as well as 18)-, ~- and may-sentenci,s) are 

pragmatically ambiguous. In any case, I am sure he has caused our cartoon to 

give a wrong picture of the logical behaviour of all the judgments at issue. 

Firstly: According to my opponent a judgment <A,<s,"1>;w'> is true if 

<m1,stA,<s;1W>;1W'> is true. But, as Groenendijk and Stokhof (1975) rightly note: 

'A statement like (i) John must be at home is weaker than (ii) John is at home .... 
(i) is used when, given a certain amount of information, it is almost certain 

that the situation described by (ii) does in fact occur. For instance, if 

someone'has the information that John turns out the light before going out at 

night, and one evening he passes John's house and sees that the lights are on, 

then he will use (i) .... (ii) on the other hand is used when someone has seen 

for himself that John is at home113• 

only 

that 

Secondly: According to my opponent statements <l81A,<s,1W>,,w> are true 

if lHc ~A] , and the reader may consider it to be a point in his favour U: <s,T.W> 
statements 'it's a natural law that A' are true only if A can be truth 

fully asserted about all real worlds lW1€ IH. But in my opinion my opponent is 

miasing the point about the lawfulness of lawful statements. A law in use is 

only a bet that a situation that does not obey this law will never occur. Our 
theories above all frame what we expect and do not expect of reality; they set 
out, as stated before, our field of view. Therefore, I take a statement 'It's 
a law that A' to be true if the speaker in question - rightly or wrongly - does 
not reckon with a situation for which~A1 does not hold. I want to account Il <s ;&1> 
for the fact that our theories serve to guide us, and I think they do so quite 

independently of the question whether they are trustworthy or not. No doubt 

some of our theories are, from a methodological point of view, better justified 

than otl,ers. By all means, there are favourite horses in our race, and it is 

better to lay your bet on them than on the crippled ones. I even admit that 

within science a way of gambling has been developed that, if not profitable, 

at least reduces the loss to a minimum. Nevertheless, all kinds of bets are 

being laid out, both stupid and clever ones, and I would not give an adequate 

picture of this betting if 1 were to restrict myself to the clever bets or, 

ev e n worse, to the winning ones. And that is what my opponent is doing: he is 

taking the winning bets to be the only real ones. 

what are the truth conditions for statements like 
now' or 'They should have been arrived by now' or 
<it should have been t.hat: A,<s,iw>,iw'>, To my mind 

Let me leave this matter by giving my opponent a little puzzle in rLturn: 

'It should have been raining 

in general for judgments 

these kinds of judgments 
are often true in co n t ex r s where the s p ca k e r is perfectly aware of the fact 
t ha t 1,;'l[A] . 

r <s,"Tl,P 
11-1'" [·it shoul.d luwe been t.hat. :] 

<$JlW> 
than ,w, lt, 

And in tbe sçirit of definition 3 I can define: 
I 

.iff IQ)"' " lc[A] for some "\W 11 earlier <s ,u..r > <s ,u.,.r> 

However, if I place myself in my opponent's position, then l see no way of 

de1ining truth conditions for the judg~ents in question, and the reader does not 

havo to go into the details of my proposal to see the problem: if not opinions that 

1;d not in fact hold, what else can determine the truth value of the statement 'It 

shGuJd have been raining now' at a moment when the speaker in question is 

~~:tcctly aware of the fact that it does not rain? In my analysis this speaker, 

wh truthfully states 'It should have been raining now' in the afternoon, is 

the ~ame as the one who truthfully stated 'It must be raining this afternoon' 

in Lile morning. According to my opponent this speaker was wrong in the morning; 

L 
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and it seems to me that my opponent must on the same ground - viz., that a 

judgment cannot owe its t-ruth to an erroneous belief - conclude that this 

speaker is wrong in the afternoon as well. In that case I see no way in which 

judgments <it should have been that A,<s,"'>,w'> can ever be true if they are 

made in the circumstances for which they seem to have been invented. 

Meanwhile, the reader may disagree both with me and with my opponent. 

Perhaps he will blame me for letting truth depend on the beliefs a speaker holds 

at a certain time, whereas he will blame my opponent for letting truth depend 

on a speaker's knowledge: 'Why don't both of you just stick to the facts?' 

I think my first opponent can meel. this demand up to a certain point. He 

may admit that an assertion can express a law of nature, even it that law has 

not been discovered as yet; he may be willing to repair his truth definition 

such that laws would be laws independently of the question whether they are 

known to be laws or not: "''-=-[12lA] 
<$ ,''wJ> 

iff [A~ f'\ll i1 0,15 1l <s ,iw> 

For my part such a 'solution' is out.of the question, as I do not believe that 

iff JH c [A] ; likewise 1W1,e [~A] < s ,tw> < s ;w> 

be true? 

Let the following serve to guide us: <(A ~B) ,<s,...,>,iw'> is true iff 

the judgments <B,<s,v>;\W"> are true at all worlds 'U,,1
11 at which <A,<s;lW>,1!.Y11> 1.s 

true, and which in other respects resemble""' as closely as possible in the 

opinion of s ati w; 
And this is our goal: to clarify the italicized phrase; how do things 

become similar for someone?17• 

We first define in general: 

Def. 4 Let lF be a frame and pc.1W, A Jll-ar,corrmodating subset of ID...,, is a set , , <s;w> 
ill. such that (i) JP"" c lll..clD"' and (ii) l«i.l"l' i1 0, <s ,"7> <s ;'wl> 

Imagine what an [A] -accommodating subset Q of the particular 
<s ,1W> 

of our example would be: a subset ill. of the opinions of• in 

,w' 
dl 
< s ,"W> 

<s ,,w> on 1W1 that 

there exist such things as laws which are discovered first, and known afterwards, 

Laws are hypotheses. They are made and not discovered: lawfulness is a matter of 

imputation16• I have already criticized my opponent for underestimating the fact 

that we often impute this lawfulness to a proposition which does not deserve it. 

Now I must add that this second manoeuvre shows that he does not realize that 

even the propositions which deserve it, must get it in the first place. To 

continue our metaphor: There are winning horses in the race, but you are not 

going to be paid if you have not laid your bet on them. 

In any case, there are no other concessions to be made. Not even for my 

opponent. For on which facts shou 1,1 the truth of statements 'it may be the case 

that A' and 'it must be the c as e that \' depend? On facts in other possible 

worlds? Which worlds'/ Worlds that resemble the actual world in some important 

respects? Which respects? 

§ 3 Ccunterfactual 'Truth' 

Let lF be a frame .vnd ';J(_ be 
,w'J [A] and n,',f. ijRij , Moreover, i <s;u,,> , <$;rw>, 
rr~s]. "dl"' • Assume IID"' Il 0. <...s ;tw> <~ ,;w> <s ;rw> 

1 c r ea t.e this s i t ua t i.o r- only to avoid any questions which mav arise on ore- 

a language. Take <s,,w> G <I:. Take 
1W' 

let [,A] < 5 ,,w> e «> < 5 ,"fJ,J> 

A,BeAT. Let 

and 

suppositions, now that I have this speaker• at this time ,w stating that B would 

have been the case at.,.,, if A had been the case there: what are the sufficient 

and necessary conditions for this counterfactual judgment <(A(g---l, B),<s,"1>,..w'> to 

includes all prejudices, Moreover, there are wo r Id s w" among the elements of 
' IG.I such that <A,<s;..,>,,w"> is true. Hence the worlds ..,'J([A~ /"\IID"' I) <s ;u,;r> <s ,'1,,.1'> 

are worlds at which <J\,<s,..,>,..,,"> is true and which resemble 1W1 at least in 

some other respects in the opinion of s at1W. 

Notice that in general dl ,w' has nop-accommodating subsets iff 
I <$ jl,l> 

Ill'"' lflUJ = 0, that is to say that in our example there are no worlds <s,v> 
w"e [A] which are a bit Li ke w ", if [A] is incompatible with the <s ;TJ,1> <s ;rw> 
prejudices of • in <s,"1> on1W•l8, ...,, 

But let our example be such that IF j r, [A] i1 0, 
<1 ~> <s ,'fW> 

Def .5 ""' Let lF be a frame and nicU.I. A p-accomrnodating subset 1M of ID <s ,iw> 
such that maximal iff there is no ni-accommodating subset IQ of ID""' 

<s '"'> 
is 

!Mc IQ and not IQcJM. 

lmagine, with respect to our example, a maximal [A] +ac c o-nmod a t i ng 
, <s,îW> 

su b s e t lM of I[)"' What else can the worlds in [A] "11MJ be but worlds at <s ;tW> <s ,u,.,> 
which [A]<s,lW>holds and which in other respects r e s emb l e w ' ,as cloaely as 
possible in the opinion of •at,,;? Every set iMv{lj) - 'I" ID"' ,'1/M - is not 

I <3 ,u..,> 
an [A] -accommodating subset o[ ©'"' any longer: the worlds in IMv{q) I 

<$,'tJ,,J> <$J'W> 

,H c too much 1 ike ""' . 

This, however, is not all there is to it. Firstly, it is very probable that 

exist several maximal [A] -accommodating subsets of ID.,.,, . The reader may 
< $ j'fW> I I < $ ,\W> 

r- i s i l y verify this by taking ID"' ={p,<!j,r);1P"' = 0; ll'"'l "lr 'f 0; <s ,"lW> <s ,v> 
()W 'i') " fl ~ 1r = 0; ()W 'Vp),.., 'I i1 0; ()W "'I>)" r i1 0; [A] = l-1 "1P. Then both <s ,u.J> I 

l'I J and {1r) are maximal rA] -accommodating subsets of ID"" But on a more ~ <s,,w> <s;'OIJ> 
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informal level it must be clear, too, that this is very likely to happen. 

fhere may be several alternative ways in which to add more assumptions to a 

non-maximal [A] -acconmoda t i ng subset of ID'-"' . Thus one may o b t n i n s ev c r a l 
<st1W> <s,v> , 

different maximal IA] -accommod·ating subsets of ID.., The members of Jk-11, t < s ,T:Jil> < s ,-w> 
for each of these maximal lfA] +accounnoda t i ng subsets lM, all 'in other il: <s,1,P 
respects' resemble"IW' as closely as possible, but different members of different 

~I's resemble iw' 'in other respects' as closely as possible 'in different 

respects'. At this point every attempt to arrive at a comparative overall 
similarity relation in Lewis's sense must be abandoned: we should have to slur 

over the fact that a possible world iw" may in some respects be more, in some 
other respects less similar to a world -iw' than a world "IW11 

; they can be alike 

in that both are JP-worlds resembling iw' as closely as possible, and differ in 

that iw" is a 'I-world much more similar to iw' than iw" • 

Secondly19, the possibility is not excluded that there be no maximal 
. ' 

[A] ~accoimnodatin~ subset of ID 1W , even if we assume that there is some <s ,VJ,1> <s ,,w> 
non-maximal [A] -accommodating subset Q, It might be possible that one can 

<s,~> 
add assumption after assumption to Q without ever reaching a limit. Imagine a 

speaker s without prejudices who explicitly assumes for each natural number n 

that there exist more than n grains of sand. Let p be the proposition that 

there are finitely many grains of sand. This proposition can be accommodated 

within every finite subset of s's assumptions, for there is bound to be a 

largest number n, such that the assumption that there are more than n grains 

of sand is an element of Q. On the other hand JP cannot be accommodated within 

an infinite number of s's assumptions; Then which set should be a maximal Jp 

accommodating subset of s's set of opinions? 

If the reader wa nt r to check formal 1y that a jp+acc ommcda t i ng subset does 

not always have a maximal extension, then he may choose a frame IF such that 
1W I { ffi.l • { • • • } } 1W I ,t 1W = w+\;~ = p· :p,e poww,) and i<w and Pi = J :i<J<W ; l'< > = w; < S ,îW> 1 1 t S ,lW" 

IP= {i:i<w} = w. It is easy to prove that Qc.O 1W accommodates p iff Q is a 
I <s;~> 

finite subset of ID"' <s ,lW> 
There is a very natural way of avoiding the difficulties involved in this 

phenomenon: we can resign ourselves to what we shall call the Finiteness 

Assumption: every speaker in every context holds only a finite number of 

opinions on each world. It is obvious that this is a sufficient condition in 

order for every ]1)-accommodating subset of every set of opinions to have a 

maximal extension. 

We are now ready to give truth conditions for the counterfactual operators 

@-> and~. In def. 6F we restrict ourselves to the case that we can freely 

utilize maximal accollll!lodating subsets, i.e. to frames that satisfy the 

Finiteness Assumption: 

Def.6F iw'.e IT(A (D-+B)] iff 
U <s ,lW> 

"'''" IT(A~B)TI iff U o/'., .ll<s,"1> 

every maximal [A] +ac conanod a t i ng subset 111 
, <stw> 

of O ""' is such that ( [A] /"\ 11),1 I )c[B] 
<g ,"1N> <s ,"IW'> <s ;fM> 

some maximal [A] -accommodating subset 1),1 
I <S ,"Oil> 

of «> ,w is such that ( [A] n/lMI )r,[B] 1' 
< s ;1,,1> < s ,u..,>,: < s ;1o1> 

Amplification: Substituting 'some' for 'every' in the first line of this 

definition would allow for the truth of both <(A@-'>-.B), <s,iw>,iw'> and 
' <(A~B), <s,"1>,v'>, even in caselfA] n!JP"' I-/. </J. Substituting 'every' 

ll.'. <s ;tw> <!i ,u,.r> 
for 'some' in the third line would destroy the equivalence of < (A ~B) ,<s ;u,,> ,.,,,, '> 

and <,(A~,B), <£;i,>,w'>. 

Without the Finiteness Assumption, the formulation of the truth conditions 

becomes more complicated, but the idea remains the same: i:w'e [(A ~B)] if 
<$ ,Tvl> 

one can add assumptions to every [A]) -accommodating subset Q of ID ,w' up 
<s ,U.\!> <s ,rw> 

to a point where one gets an lrA11 -accommodating subset 1N such that ll.' •JI <s ;w> 
([A]< /"\ IJN I )c.[B] . That one may go on adding more and more assumptions s itw> <s ,w> 
to JN, still keeping [A] -accommodating subsets JN', is of minor importance 

<s ttw> 
since every such liN' I is a subset of IIN I - 

If, on t he other hand, there exists some [.l] + ac commcd a t i.ng 
I <$ ,l;l> 

subset Q of ID ,w such that you never reach that point, whatever assumptions <s ,lW> 
you add to Q, and notwithstanding the fact that you can go on adding ~ore and 

more assumptions and still keep [A] -accommodating subsets of I!)"" , then 
<$,1W> <s,tw> 

,w' ,/ [(A @-'-B)] . Ag a i n it is of minor importance that with the Finiteness 1 <$ ,tw> 
Assumption you need o~ly concern 

1W' 
subsets of O<s;iw> wh i ch yoi: 

We define with respect to the generai c a se : 

yourself with the maximal [A] -accommodating 
<S,l'J,l> 

must nec e s s+r i, ly get in this way. 

Def .be iw'.; [(A ~B)] iff 
--- <st'IW> 

-u,,'e [(A<s>-->-B)] iff 
·-.$ ,rw> 

,w' 
every [A] -accommodating subset Q ,,f ID <s ,""M> <s ;u.,> 
is a subset of some lfA] -accommodating 

' tl': < $ ;u,;,> 
subset lN of ©"" such that ( [A] tîµN i kM < $ ;-w> . < ,S ,\W> I. < S ,'\\, 

some [A] -accommodating subset IQ of I!)~ 
< $ ;~> <s ;u.;> 

is such that ([A] n!JNl)n[B]< 1' </J for every <s ,lW'> s ,v> , 
[A]< >-accommodating subset JN of © "" of s ,Vw < $ j'W> 

which Q is a subset. 

A final explanatory remark: Compare the wording of the truth condition for 

judgments <(A~B),<s,sw>,"1W1> with the phrase ,,.,,., [(A<s>-->-B)] iff some < $ ,iw> 
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[A] -accommodating subset Q of 4> iw' is such that ( [A] " l«il )r\[B] '1' r/J. 
<stw> <s,i;w> <st"W> <st'\W> 

This would be to weak: adding more assumptions to such a Q might give an 

ITA]. -accommodating subset IN such that (Ir•] r\jlNj)c.(IW'v[B] ). This ll <- $ ;,w> ~ < s ,""> < s ,rw> 
would allow for the truth of both <(A~B),<s;"7>;1W1> and <(A~~B),<s,-w>;iw'>. 

I cannot hope that my final explanatory remark will have been a final one 

in d~fence of these truth conditions as well. Indeed, I may expect ·the same 

kind of severe criticism I met in§ 2. Once again this opponent is proposing 
G iw' to replace, throughout def. 4 - def. 6 , the occurrences of 'O ' by * 1W' ,w' < s JtW> 

occurrences of '~ '; the occurren:es of 'P ' by occurrences of 
, <stVil> <s,'G,l> 

'"'IP <1W > 1 ; and the occurrences of ' [] ' by occurrences of 1 [] •' • He is stil 1 
I ,IW 

worried about the fact that prejudices and assumptions which in fact do not hold 

play a role in our truth conditions. And what a role! Any phantasm, utterly un 

founded but nevertheless figuring in a speaker's stock of opinions, may make a 

differe_nce to the truth value of his counterfactual judgments. To g i.v e a simple 

example: a statement ~(A ~B),<s,iw>,iw> may owe its truth simply and solely to 

the prejudice [(A :::,B)71 , wnicn in fact does not hold for some ,w1<e Ill. Once more 
'..IJ <s ~-w> 

my opponent argues that even the speaker sof this example would himself conclude, 

after a falsification of this theory [(A:::,B)] of his, that the statement at <s;1,1> 
~ssue was false. And again the reader finds me replying that the only conclusion 

t:o draw for s, after a falsification, is that he must drop this theory f(A::,B)] >' <s ,VN 
Then a judgment <(A~B),<s,,w'>,,.,>, made next momentw', will probably become false - 

only probably: s may in the meantime have gotten, rightly or wrongly some 

further prejudices and assumptions about 1W -, but there is nothing paradoxical 

in sti 11 reckoning < (A ~B), <s ,iw> ,IW> among the true statements that have been 

made in that particular context <s ,...,, . 

Botr this opponent, ëo wr0m I sh~il henceforth refer as my *opponent with 

his *"definitions, and myseU: may expect .o encounter a second o pj.onent - we 

have already met him ~t Lhe end of§ 2 in the person of the reader - who will 

accuse both of us of advocating a kind 0f coherence theory of truth for 

counre r f ac t ua I co nd i t i.o na l s ; and that, according to him, is no theory of truth 

at all. In any ad equa t e (correspondence) theory of truth a true counterfactual 

statement would owe its truth ~o the f,cts, and not to the accidental knowledge 

•,r even worse, to the accidental beliefs - that the utterer of that statement 

l.appens t0 have about these facts. 

(It is worth noting how seriously the three of us differ in opinion, not 

only in theory, but also in practice. The following puzzle may serve as an 

illustration: 
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Three persons are involved: Mr. A, Mr. Band a conjurer. Not such a very 

good conjurer actually, for he accidently murdered his wife on the stage, sawing her 

in two. Mr. A has just heard this on the radio. 

Mr. B attended the show, but he seems not to have noticed what happened. 'This 

final trick, marvellous!' he says to Mr. A and (1) 'If you had seen it, you would 
not have believed yoUP eyes'. 

Mr. A is puzzled by this statement; he has been in th~ juggling business himself, 

you know, and he knows all about the sawing trick, so that he agrees with 

Mr. B. On the other hand, if he tells Mr. B about this juggling career of his, 

then Mr. B will probably change his minJ and say: 'O, well, then you might have 

believed yoUP eyes of COUJ>se'. And then they would disagree, until the- moment 

when he tells Mr. B what he has heard on the radio. Then Mr. B must change his 

mind again, and say: (3) 'If you had seen it, you would not have believed your 
eyes'. 

Question: Assume that both my "*opponent and myself, as well as our common 

adversary, agree that statement (3), if stated in the circumstances as described, 

would be true. What, then, would be the truth value of the statements (I) and 
(2) according to each of us?) 

How do we answer this second opponent? How do we convince him that this wish 

for a correspondence theory of truth for counterfactuals cannot be realized? 

Neither I nor my *opponent (if I may speak on his behalf) know of any decisive 

argument in our favour. Nevertheless, our adversary's position is all but 

enviable. For what we can point out is that the correspondence theory which he 

is looking for cannot in any case be based on a comparative similarity relation 

of worlds. However, h.s only alternative seems to be to explain counterfactual 

Lr~th in terms of such a relation, and to deny that this relation is linked up 

,·, th either the knowledge or the beliefs of any speaker whatsoever. Jn other 

words, he seems to be obliged Lo revert to a pre-established comparative similarity 

rclaLion fixed by factual similarities and dissimilarities. 

Any attempt to develop a correspondence theory along these Li ne s is ~riomed 

to ! ai lure. This can be shown by my "opponent. Af t e r al 1, within his Lheory 

counterfactual truth, and with it compararive similarity, are being judged in 

Lhe 1 ight of tacts, though it be only in the light of the facts known t o a 

,peai- er. As a consequence our common adversary can only reproach him for not taking 

unknown facts into account. Another consequence is that this adversary must be able 

to indicate which additional facts should be reckoned with. Are all additional facts 
relevant? 

Let me illustrate this question by means of an example. Suppose a parricular 
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judgment <(A~ B), <s,rw','ll,,.J'' is ï s l s e Hcl·ç1rdin~ t,, m_v *l'PJ'l'nont. h11t tnt<:" 

by the standards of our adversary (comp a re s t a t ernen t (I) ,,r the above puz z l e ) . 

Here my *opponent will be able to select an [A]: "--> -accommodating subset Q * ,w' ' , ,-., * 
of O< which cannot be extended (by facts known to s) to an [A] -accommodating 

s ,''W> ... ' 
subset lN of ID 1W such that ([A]* /"\ IINI )c [B]

11 
• That is there are for 

<s;w> " <s;w> * <$,"'7> ' ' 
all s knows about 1W1, no [B] -worlds in ( [A] r, !lil I) which r e semb Le w ' * <s ;w> <$ ;TW> 
more than the [,B71 -worlds in it do, '.ll <ss«> 

Our common adversary, for his part, cannot deny that the worlds of 

([A]: ,"ll!ll) all are worlds which in fact r e sernb l e w ' in some respects: the 
s ,'IW 

propositions IP• Q, which hold f o r w ", hold also for these worlds. Furthermore, 

he must admit that all the [A]* -worlds which in fact resemble...,, in more 
<s ,'f!il> 

respects than these Q-respects are elements of ( [A] 
11 

r, I 1111) as well. So we must <s ;w> 
hope with him that there are at least some [B]* -worlds among the elements of <s ,lS,l> 
CfA]< ," IQl);otherwise he cannot defend the truth of <(A~ B),<s,,w>,,w'> 

s,iw 11: * 
at all. And if there are [B] -worlds in ( [A]! r, I llll), then he must be <s ;rw> <s u.,> 

able to defend the proposition that some of these [B]"' -worlds do in fact <s ,iw> 
resemble iw' more than the [~B] 

11 
-worlds in ([A]"' n I o_l). In this case < S ;fW> < 5 ;îW> 

we may expect him to tell us that we should see past the end of s's nose, and he, 

in t urrr. may expect to be asked how far we should see past s's nose. Has he 

himself arrived at his conclusion by taking aii facts in iw' into account and by 

exhaustiveiy comparing the [Bf" -worlds in ([A]
11 

n \ill.\) with the [,B1111 
- <s:,rw> <s,-n,,> 'll<s,-iw> 

worlds in it? To put it differently: if our adversary wants his fixed comparative 

similarity relation to be more than a hollow {lhrase, then he must be able to 

point out, in advance, the respects in which the possible worlds are to be 

compared with each other, and give some reason why the respects which he neglects 

a,, to be neglected. 

Let us look at the consequences of the n~st natural answer to this 

que s t i on : compare the worlds in all respects; all facts are equally relevant. 

The point is that my "opponent can easily simulate a situation in which all 

facts are taken into account. We may consider an omniscient speakers who at 

a certain moment 1W happens to know everything there is to know about all worlds 

'\W IE':. u,J: ...,, 
Let. 1F be such that O = {JP: JP<= pow}/) and '\\v1 "'JP} for all 1W1E 1W; Take 

, <s ;w> , 
Jr"' = 0 iff iw'11H, and 1P 1W = {JP : JP e pow(l-1) and lHcJPl iff 1W1

<é 1H.2n It 
<$ ,"fM> <s ,'wJ> 

is easy to prove that on this condition: 

u,'E [(A©-" B)Il* iff1W'E [((A;:,B) & (~A::::,m (A::::>B)))]"" . <s,lW> <s,,w> 

And it is e:isy to see why this result entails that the most natural answer 

r o our question i s wrung. l I it we r e right, then lite l\1gl1· ut vPuntertdl·tua\ 

statements <(A~ ll),<s,1W>,iw> would boil down to the logic of statements 

< ((A::::> B) & (,A-::, ll!l(A::, B))), <s ,,w> ,iw>. It would be valid, for example, to 

conclude that a statement <((A & C) ~ B),<s,1W>,iw> is true, given the truth 

of <,A, <s ,1W> ,...,> and < (A ©--7 B), <s ,iw> ,,w>. This, however, cannot be our 

adversary's intention.21 

It should be clear now that our adversary finds himself in a rather 

precarious situation. On the one hand he reproaches my *opponent for only 

reckoning with the facts known to a speaker. On the other hand he must admit 

that taking all facts into account would cause our cartoon to give a wrong 

picture of the logic of counterfactual conditionals. Hence he must neglect 

some facts himself, and draw a line somewhere in between. But whether he 

draws this line vaguely or precisely, he cannot exclude the possibility 

of a speaker's wanting, on the grounds of his knowledge, to take more facts 

into account than he is actually supposed to do. 

It is time to assess the pros and cons. I hope that the above argument 

has convinced the reader that any correspondence theory of truth for 

counterfactuals based on a pre-established comparative similarity relation 

of worlds is an absurdity, however vaguely one may define that relation. 

I doubt whether I have succeeded in persuading him to move directly into 

accepting the point of view recorded in the Jefinitions 4-6G. He may 

prefer the less risky step to the scnndpoint of my w 
opponent and refuse to 

make any further concessions until some convincing argument forces him to 

do so. I must admit that such an argumenl has not been given. What makes me 

incline to my "own" point of view i~ t hc- belief that count e r I ac i i-u l s fail 

i n t o the category of n1ay-, nn.qhi:«, mi.qh ' have ocen- and must-, shou Ld=, shoul d 

have been-sentences. And T s r tl l fl Ht ter rny se l f with the hope that I have 

refuted my "'opponent at least when wc discussed the semantic properties of 

tnese sentences. 

§ 4 "Coun t er f ac r ua l ' Presuppositions 

At the outset o I the preceding section I called upon the reader not to 

r;:ise questions concerning presuppositional matters until further notice. 

I doubt whether he has managed to comply with that request, since both my 

\,pponent and myself may certainly have provoked such questions through having 
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intimated how t he y are 'h'C t o be auswe r ed , Our truth coud i t i ou s leave n« 
room for a counterfactual judgment to be neither true nor false. Hence we 

cannot trace back the oddity of, for example, the sentence 'It would not 
have been for the common good, if I had resigned', stated by Nixon the 

day after his resignation, to something like a truth value gap. And we 

have no intention of doing so: questions of presupposition are not to be 

answered within semantics, but within pragmatics; their solution does not 

lie in a theory of truth,but in a theory of conversation. The oddity of 

the above statement must be attributed to the fact that Nixon, in stating 

this sentence, would have broken a general rule of conversation. 

One cannot utter any sentence at any time about any situation; judgments 

can be conversationally out of place, whether they are true or not. Having 

made this trifling observation - after all 7+5=12 - we might ask for the 

criteria by which it can be determined whether or not a judgment is convers 

ationally out of place. We might try to find 'these criteria in some general rules 

of conversation - better: some principles of rational co-operative behaviour - 

which the participants in a conversation should observe in order that their 

conversation be for all of them as fruitful and to the point as possible. 

Then, having found these criteria, we might carry on and try to stake out 

for every kind of sentence the circumstances in which it can be used correctly. 

Recently both linguists and logicians have begun to fill in the details 

of this program, and in particular Kempson'1 and Stalnaker23, both inspired 

by Grice's 'Logic and Conversation 1211, have broken a lance for the idea that 

"the phenomena often incorporated into semantics under an umbrella label of 
presupposition can wrl111'ally be expl.ai.ned iai Lh in (such F.V.) a framework 
which depends on a logically pr1:or sys/;em of linguistic conventions"25• 

1 hope to illusrr~tc the fertility of this idea below. More specifically: 

shall curtail the speakers figuring in «u r formal cartoon in their liberty 

of using (A ~B)- and (A~B)-judgments. J shall supply some evidence in 

favour of the clBim thAt th" rp~trictions i~posed on these speakers apply 

to ourselves as well. And J shall show - or at least .try to - how 

these restrictions can be justified in view of some general rules of 

conversation, 

,1.emember the d e f i.n i t i ou o[ an implicit opinion: a proposition Jl is an 

implicit opinion of $ at ,w o n w ' i.f and only if lo..,, lep, Using this concept 
<s ,"-'> 

we can distinguish nine kinds of circumstances - they are mutually exclusive 

:~(\ ~} 

iff Jo tw' I # 0 - in which a judgment <(A \D-"B),<s,tw>,,w'> or <(A ~B),<s,u.r>;••'> <s ,u.r> ( ) 
ca n be made (It is optional to read ' [] '" ' as either [] or [ R"): 

(•) 
Cl, [A] <s ,iw> 

(•) C2. [A] <s ;iw> 
(•) 

C3. [A] <s ;tw> 

C4. 

cs. 

C6. 

C9. 

!B11 (•) are implicit opinions of s at 1W on iw'. ~ <s ,1,,1> 

[ ,11(*) . 1·. '. f ' -.BJJ are imp i c i t opinions o s at ,w on llJ • < s ,--w> 

is an implicit opinion of s at u., on iw', and neither 

and 

and 

[, B11 (*) are implicit opinions of s at tw on ,w'. ~ <s ,lW> 

[•A71 (*) and [B] (•) are implicit opinions of s at u, on "71• ~<6;lW> <s,1-,1> 

f,A] ('") and [,B] ('") are implicit opinions of s at ,w on 1W' • <s;v,,;,> <$,tw> 

[ ll (•) . . . . . . f ' . h ,~ is an implicit opinion o sat ,w on,w, and neit er <s ;rw> 

[ ... B] (•) are implicit opinions of s at 1W on ,w'. <s ;w> 

· r ·n ('") n ] ( *) · ~. 1 ( •) Neither 0 nor rA , and neither ~ 
<s,1,1> <s,tW> <s,l.W> 

implicit opinions of sat,.. on-..,'. 

[s] (•) nor 
l ·.a<$ ,tw> 

[Bll (•) nor 
·n <s ;'fl,J> 

Cl. Neither [A](*) nor [,A](•) are implici.t opinions of s at "' on '1-J: and <s ,'IJ,J> <s ;w> 
MC*) is an 'mplicit opinion of sattwontw'. <s ,t.v> 

cs. Neither [A](•) nor [,A](*) are implicit opinions of £ at 'lW on iw', and <s ,iw> <s ,~> 
[] (•) is an implicit opinion of s at ~ on tW I B <s s»> 

nor [-,B] (•) are 
<s~> 

The remainder of this section, then, will be devoted to a discussion of 
the following stipulati.on: 

- A judgment <(A[~r'B),<s,iw>,u,'> or <(A~B),<s,,w>,-..,'> is conversationally 

correct only if it i.:) made in the circumstances d e s c r i.bed in C4, ~5 and C6. 

Let it be understood that the above :,L r-·,lation is m= ant; to frame only a 

necessary condition for th, r o r r ec t ne s s of the ccnd i t i.ona l judgments at issue. 

\,e shall call every necessary condition f o r the correctness of a judgment a 

preeupi.oei t-ion o[ that j ud gmunt, . Thus, a counterfactual judgment 
' . l . . n: T. ("') ,(A ~Il) ,<s,u,P,u.r > ca r r i e s ct rast the p r e suppo s i t i o n that tCAu 1s an 

<$ ,'\W> 
imp I i c i t opinion of s at Il" on iw'. But this is not the only condition which must 

be satisfied: the judgment <(A[ë)->-B),<•,'-'>,,w'> must also be regarded as 

incorrect if, for instance, even the speaker himself does not believe that 

1 ,, is speaking the cru th. 2 6 

Is there any evidence in favour of the claim that a judgment 'if it were 
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h 

lhe case that A, then it would be the case that B' is conversatio~ally out 

of place if made in the circumstances Cl, C2, CJ, C7, C8 and C9? I ho pe 

the reader will answer this question in the affirmative after he has allowed 

himself to take part in the following experiment. First I should like him to 

examine what his reactions would be to each of the following sequences of 

statements 

(Cl) I am in love with you, darling, and I want to marry you. And if I were 

in love with you, then I would like to rrrirry you. 

(C2) I visited Paris last week, but 1 did not see the Eiffel Tower. And I 
would have seen the Eiffel Tower, if I had visited Paris last week. 

(C3) Maybe I passed; maybe not. I haven't got the result yet. Anyway, I have 

done rrry utmost. And if I had done rrry utmost, then I would have passed. 

(C7) Maybe we have met before; maybe not. But I know your husband quite 
well. And if we had met before, then I would know your husband quite 

well. 
(CB) We may have met before; I don't remember. And if we had met before, 

I would remember. 
(C9) I may have borrowed your car; I don't remember. And I may have crashed 

it too. I really don't know. But if I had.not borrowed it then I would not 

have crashed it. 
The reader, playing the part of the addressee, may have listened very willingly 

to the first part of each of these sequences (trusting that the utterer is 

telling at least something tl~t he believes himself). But then, I hope, the 

subsequent counterfactual must have confused him and made him doubtful of 

either his own eyes or the sanity of t he utterer. If I am right here, then 

the first part of our experiment l.a s heen successful. 

The utterers of the above s t a r emer- t s have been so kind as to indicate the 

relevant circumstances previous to uttering the relevant - irrelevant actually - 

counterfactual. In such cases the alleged incorrectness is quite obvious. 

However, I must show, too, that the counterfactual statements in question would 

have been incorrect if the speakers had simply concealed these circumstances, 

or if the relevant beliefs had not been explicit ones. To settle this, I must 

ask the reader to fill the part of the speaker: ju~t believe what is stated in 

the first part of each of these sequences and try to utter, then, the subsequent 

counterfactual; or utter the counterfactual in question and "realize", then, 

what you are actually believing. 

These examples in favour of our claim that a counterfactual judgment 

is incorrect if it is made in circumstances Cl, C2, C3, Cl, CB, C9 - 

1 assume that the second part of our experiment has been successful too - 

can of course at most challenge the reader to search for counter-examples. 

I have some arguments in store, however, which are bound to thwart his 

attempt to find these. But first 1 shall show that a counterfactual judgment 

can be correct if it is made in the circumstances C4, CS and C6. 

It has been argued, traditionall·r, that counterfactuals presuppose the 

falsehood of both the antecedent and che consequent. The following examples 

serve the purpose of showing that this view is based on a confusion of the 

notions of truth and falsity with the notions of correctness and incorrect 

ness. 

(CS) If Santa Claus did not exist, we would get no Christmas presents. 
To my mind, this sentence can be perfectly correct, if at least it is 

uttered by a child which happens to ~elieve that Santa Claus exists. 

Things are different, however, if its father utters the same sentence. 

Then the resulting statement is conversationally incorrect indeed. The 

difference is that the child in question is honest, whereas its father is 

only pretending that he believes in the existence of Santa Claus. 

Of course, there still is something wrong with the statement of this 

child, since in utte1ing this statement correctly it is giving evidence 

nf holding an erroneous belief. This, however, is quite another thing. 

You can only conclude that this child actually holds this belief if you 

first take for granl 2d that it if. not trying to cheat you, 

Supporters o• the Lra~itional view Jo not draw the above distinctions. 

They ac cu s e both this rui s t a k cn c. i l d and its dishonest father of the same 

~ffense. Consequently, L~ey cannot accuse anyone dissimulating an erroneous 

belief of any offense whatsoever.27 

Thu t a counterfactual judgment does not presuppose the falsity of 1 ·_,. 

consequent - and ,·,·,, c-v e n t ho t its consequent is believed to be false - may 

appear from the llowing example: 
(C6) Do you love me? You would love me, wouldn't you, if I only were a bit 

like Elvis Presly. But do you love me, anyhow? 
I think there is nothing wrong with tl1is sequence of sentences if indeed 

the utterer is not merely asking for the sake of asking. 

The case C4 requires some special attention. 
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(C4) John did not attend the show; nor did Mary or Peter. John would have 

gone if Mary had gone. But if Mary had taken Peter along, then he would 
not have gone. 

The third statement in the above sequence is a counterfactual judgment made 

in circumstances C4 - if indeed the utterer believes what he has stated in 

the first sentence of this sequence - and there is no fault to be found with 

its correctness. Hence a counterfactual judgment made in the circumstances 

C4 can be correct. The reader will have noticed, however, that our example 

is rather complicated. Indeed, we get into trouble if we try a simpler one. 

Consider: 

Neither John nor Mary attended the show. And if Mary had gone to it, 
then John would not have gone to it. 

To my mind, the second statement in this sequence is incorrect. It is not so 

much a counterfactual conditional as a so-called semifactual conditional 

that is due here: 

Neither John nor Mary attended the show. And if Mary had gone to it, 

then John would still not have gone to it. 
A semifactual conditional can be obtained from a counterfactual by inserting 

'still' in the consequent and (sometimes) 'even' in the antecedent. Semifactuals 

are incorrect in the circumstances Cl, C2, CJ, C7, CB, C9, just as counterfactuals 

are. It should be noted that these semifactual conditionals can be used 

appropriately also in other circumstances than C4: 

Neither John nor Mary nor Peter attended the show. John wo)Jld have gone 
to it if Mary had gone. And he would still have gone to it, even if Mary 

had taken Peter along. 

I consider semifactuals to form a special class of counterfactuals: in matters 

of truth they behave like counterfactuals, and in the first instaPce they behave 

like counterfactuals in matters of presupposition too. That a more subtle look 

will allow us to articulate some differences is beyond doubt. 

Evidence in favour of our claim that a might-counterfactual is always 

conversationally out of place in the circumstances Cl, C2, CJ, C7, CB, 

C9, and sometimes conversationally correct in the circumstances C4, CS and C6 

can be furnished in the same way. We leave it to the reader to adapt the 

examples given for (would-)counterfactuals. 

We now pass on to the last subject of this section: An attempt to show that 

the incorrectness of judgments <(A[g---,,B),<s,1W>,1W'> and <(A~B),<s,1W>,,w'> 

mndc in the circumstances Cl, C2, C], C7, CB and C9 can be explained in 

view of some maxims of conversation (To prevent disappointment, I must ask 

the reader to read the foregoing sentence once again, emphasizing the word 
'attempt'). 

Consider a j ud gm ent < (A 11}-;> B) , < s ,IW> ,1W' > or <A <ê>-'> B, <s ,.,,, ,1W' > made in 

circumstances such that [A]]('") .A lo,w' I # (/, - this applies to all the circumstanc 
<ti jtW> I< S ,''Gil> 

Cl, C2, CJ, C7, CB and C9 (if lo 11, Il 028). Notice that under this condition 
I I <$ J1'J'> 

0"' - or "o lW if you prefer the "definitions - is an extension of every < $ ,w> < $ ,tw> I 

[A]\'") -accormnodating subset lil of (*)o 1W • Therefore 'IW'<= rr(A ©-7B)] (•) iff 
( $ ,~> I ( !j ,"\\,1> Il' ( S ,\W> 

([AD(*) f"\l(*)o'" llc.rrB71(*) , and,w'e[(A/c'-'-B)](*) iff 
<tï,w> =r: U.'.ll<s,,w> · ~, <s;,1W> 

([A](*' >f\ I (*)o"" > I h[BD (•) 'f (/,. This means that 11,1'., [(A (D-l,B)] (•) iff <s,-rw <~,u.:, <s;i,;> <s; u..;r> 
,w',; ~l'/Ust(A::>B)] (,. a nd xc 'e [(A ~B)] (•) iff ,w•,;_ lrmay(A & B)] (") . ' 

<s ,n .. .r> <s ,"fW> Il'. <s ,1.J> 
In other words, if a counter/actual conditional 'If it were the case that A, 

then it would be the case that B' is stated in circumstances in which its 

antecedent is not believed to be false, then it is true iff the corresponding 

indicative conditional 'If it is the case that A, then it must be the case that B' 
is t r u e. Likewise: A subjunctive conditional 'If it were the case that A, then 

it might be the case that B' is true in these circumstances iff the corresponding 

indicative statement 'maybe -i i: is the case that A and B' is true. Hence, a 

speaker who has utlcred such a subjunctive sentence in such circumstances, 

might just as well have uttered the corresponding indicative sentence. And he 

should have uttered this corresponding indicative sentence, if indeed it was not 

his aim to mislead his J's~ussion-partnLr,29 

There is no ne ed fa· é: s p eai.e r 5 to make a judgment <(A~B),<s,\\.J>,1W1> if 

[A] (*i n IID ..,, I # 0. There, is no ne cd for him to use the subjunctive mood if 
<s ;n.v> <s ,"-'> 

the proposition expressed in the antecedent of this counterfactual is compatible 

with his opinions on u,'. For in this case he does not have to give up any of ui s 
. . . . f . . h [A11 ( .. ) h 1 d f ' o p i ru.o ns on ,w' 111 order to enable h irns e I to i.mag i.ne t at J o s or lW • 

<$ ,Tl;,.'> 

The addressee, however, hea r i ng the phrase 'If it were the case that .... ', will 

assume that the speaker does have to g i.v e up some of his opinions. For if he 

hears the subjunctive mood instead of the indicative one, then he will think 

that the speaker in order to make his point needs to use that mood. Therefore, 

it i.s misleading to use the subjunctive mood when the indicative one would serve 

just as well. 
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I think it is a rule for rational co-operative behaviour that we should 

only make use of a certain provision in our language if its application is 

indeed really necessary for our purpose. That is why I think that a counter 

factual judgment is only correct if it is made in circumstances in which the 

antecedent is believed to be false. Granted, my formulation of this rule leaves 

much to be desired where clarity is concerned. Nevertheless, we would do better 

to search for a more precise formulation than to deny that we should take heed 

of it. 

One additional observation pertaining to subjunctive conditionals should 

be made. It concerns the question whether there exists a second kind of 

subjunctive conditionals which behaves differently in matters of truth from the 

counterfactuals we have studied. It has been argued several times that this 

question must be answered in the affirmative. Lewis, for instance, entitled 

his book 'Counterfactuals' rather than 'Subjunctive Conditionals' for the 

following reason: 

'The title 'Subjunctive Conditionals' would not have delineated my subject 

properly ..... There are subjunctive conditionals pertaining to the future 

like 'If OU.l" ground troops entered Laos next year, there would be trouble' 
that appear to have the truth condition of indicative conditionals rather than 

of the counterfactual conditionals I shall be considering. ,3o 
Two remarks are in order: Firstly,we agree with Lewis that a subjunctive 

conditional may appear to have the truth condition of an indicative conditional. 

We have seen above that a conversationally incorrect counterfactual judgment has 

this property. 

Secondly, we would disagree with Lewis, however, if he were to claim that such 

a subjunctive conditional might be convPrsationally correct. We would argue that 

even a subjunctive conditional pertaining to the future carries the presupposition 

that its antecedent is believed to be false. Compare: 

- Our ground troops may enter Laos ne.:c~ year; if they do, there will be trouble. 

Our ground troops will not enter Laos next year; if they did, there would be 

trouble. 
Our ground troops may enter Lacs next year; if they did, there would be trouble. 

Once again I must ask r he r ead er to fill the part of the speaker: believe 

what is stated in the first ~entence of each of the above sequences and utter the 

second one. If in doing so you meet some difficulties as to the third sequence, 

then you may endorse our conclusion that those 'other' subjunctive conditional 

judgments which appear to have the truth condition of indicative conditionals are 

just counterfactual conditional judgments, made in circumstances appropriate 

to the use of only indicative ones. 

fj 5 Appendix 

Let 'ri._ be a language answering to def. 2. If matters of logic are of 

interest to us here, then the first thing for us to do is to define what 

it means for a sentence C of l/.. to be valid. We are faced with several 

alternatives. In the first place we must distinguish between a notion of 

validity*, based on the "definitions rf my "opponent, and a notion of 

validity, based on my 'own' definition.31 Secondly, we must realize that 

there is a distinction to be made between the logic of judgments and the 

logic of statements, and between the logic of assertions about historical 

worlds and the logic of assertions about 'just' imaginary worlds. 

Def .7 Let C be a sentence of 

C is v a I i d j iff iw'E [c] fer every F, [], <s ,'l,l><E:C, andiw'.c\W 
<$ ,"Uil> 

Cis valid2 iff iw'<. [c] for every F, []' <s ,1,,1>tC, and ,w '.,Ji <s ,"14> 

C i s va Li d j if f '\W 'e fc] for every lF, []' <!i,V>c.C, and IW~ll-1 'vlH <s ,'Iv> 

Cis valid4 iu '\W" [cD for every F, [ Il' and <s ,'"7>£C <s,v> 

C is valid~ iff ""'.s [cf' for every F, n·. <$ ,"'W>ie:-0::, and iw',IW 
<$ ;r;w> 

C is valid; iff """ [c]• for every F, []", <s fW>E-Q:, and "u.J1é:IH 
<$,"1> 

C is valid; iff w'., ~c]'" for every IF, [ ] "' <3 ,, . ..,>E:(' and ~'e'\W"' lH < s ,uv> 

C is valid: iff '-"< [c] (or every lF, []'", and <s ,uv>trf, 
< Ii ,1W> 

The following observaLions should be made: 

lf a sentence is valid. then it is valid" (ie (1,2,J,4}) 
1 1 

There arc sentences which are valid~, but not valid. (i.,(1,2,3,/4)) 
1 l 

f.xample: Take A.sAT, and consider the sentence (llllA=>A). 

- A sentence is valid2 iff valid4, and valid; iff valid: 

If" sentence is va Li d j , then it is ,alid, and va Li d j 

If a sentence is valid~, then it is valid; and valid; 

- There are sentences which are v,1lid2 and valid;, but neither va Li d j nor valid; 

F.xample: Take AtAT, and consider (~A::>OOA). 

There are sentences which are va Li d , and valid;, but neither va l i d , nor valid~ 

Exarnp l e : Take A€ AT and consider (llilA ::,0 A). 

It may have occurred to the reader that the notions of validity1, validity2 
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and validity3 - and the notions of validityr, validity~ and validity; - yield 

different logics simply as a result of the requirement, recorded in definition I, 

that within every frame lF, IP iw' = 0 if ,w~H, and IP,.,, =IP~· if 1W1£IH. 
<s f&r> <s tw> <s ,'W> 

Let us for a moment drop this requirement and call every sextuple answering 

to this new definition I an irrrperfeat frame. Let us define eight new notions 

of validity - Ovalidity1, 0validityr, Ovalidityz, etc. - just as we did the old 

notions, but then relative to the class of imperfect frames. Indeed, it appears 

that a sentence is 0valid. iff 0valid., and 0valid~ iff 0valid~ (i,j E {I ,2,3,4}). 
l J l J 

Notice furthermore that every 0valid. sentence is valid. and that every· Oval id~ 
l l l 

sentence is valid~ (i E {1,2,3,4}). 
l 

We shall now specify a logic L0 for "iJ..- which is correct and complete with 

respect to the notions of 0validityi (ie{l ,2,3,4}). 

L0 is the smallest subset of SEN which meets the following conditions: 

i) L0 contains the following axioms: 
- All truth functional tautologies. 

- All sentences (()A = ~O~A); (D(A:::>B)::> (DA::>OB)); (.\JA:::>A); (<)A::iO<)A). 

- All sentences (DA ::,NA); ($A :~ll:lbA); (liil(A::>B):> (lilA::>IIB)). 

- All sentences (0A::>mustA); (mayA = ~ must~A); (must(A:>B):::>(mustA:>mustB)). 

- All sentences ((A~B) =-,(A©-,,~B)); 

((A ~(B::,C) ):,((A ca-,,B):::,(A ~C))); 

(( (A ~B) & (B (IbA) ):,((A (IbC):,(B ~C))); 

(~A:>( (A ~B):::,(A~B))); 

(!8!(A:,B)::>(A @->-B)); 

((A ~B)::>must(A=>B)); 

(mayA::i(must(A::>B)::> (A ~B))). 

ii) if ML0 and (A::,B)<'L0, then &L0• (I.o.w., L0 is closed under Modus Ponens.) 
iii) if AEL0 then DA L0• (I.o.w., L0 is closed under the Rule of Neaessitation.) 

We omit the proof of the theorem that A<'L0 iff A is 0validi (i {I ,2,3,4}). 

It is easy to extend L0 to a logic L: which is correct and complete with 

respect to the notions of 0validityi (iE{l ,2,3,4}) . .. 
L0 is the smallest subset of SEN which meets the following conditions: 

i) L~ contains the following axioms: 
- All axioms of L0• 

- All sentences (~A::>A); (mustA:>A). 

ii) if A~L~ and (A::>B) L~, then BEL~. 

iii) if Ad~ then DA L~. 

We omit the proof of the theorem that A~L~ iff A is0valid:. 

Let us compare L0 and L~, and especially their counterfactual fragments, 

with Lewis's 'official logic of counterfactuals', his system vc.32 
A cursory look yields the following differences: 

- The sentences ((A & B)::i(A@-'>B)), which figure as axioms within VC, 

are not all provable within L~. The sentences (must(A & B)::>(A@-'.>B)), 

all provable within L~, can be regarded as their (weaker) substitutes. .. 
All other axioms of VC are provable within L

0
• 

- Some of the VC-axioms ((A ~B)::>(A::>B)) are not provable within L0• The L0- 

axioms ((A ~B):>must(A::>B))can be regarded as their (weaker) substitutes. 

Besides, within L0 not all sentences must(A & B)::>(A~B) are provable; 

here we can only offer the still weaker (may(Cv,C):,(must(A & B):>(A@-'>B))) 

as al ter natives to the VC-axioms ((A & B)::>(A ~B)). The remaining axioms of 

VC are all provable within L0• 

Pr o b l e-ns arise if we try to extend L0 and L~ to logics L1, L2, L3 and 

L~, L;, L; correct and complete wiLh respect to the notions validity1, validity2, 

validity3and validity7, validity;, validity; respectively. To mention some of 

them: All sentences (~A::>D~A) are valid" and valid2, but such is not the case with 

all sentences D(~A~A). Hence L; and L2 are not closed under the Rule of 

Necessitation. Likewise; all sentences (SA::>OA) are va I i.d j and valid;, but such 

-i s not the case with all sentences 0\SA:>DA). Hence L; and L3 are not closed 

under Lhe Rule of NeccssitaLion either. 

I have not yet ov e r c ome all rile d i I t i cu Lt i.e s arising from these phenomena. 

Therefore 1 cannot but conclude this Rrticle with some conjectures. 

.. 
I.ct L be the smallest subset of SEN which meets the following conditions: 

axioms: i) L[*) contains the following 
. f ( *) - All axioms o· L0 

All sentences ( (~A::>OfA) 

ii) if Aed*) and (A:>B).,Lf*), 
... ) . ("') (•) 111 if A<aL1 , then OAEL1 

v (llllB::,:JI:\)) 

then BcL;*) 

(The reader will !rave understood that he is supposed to read the foregoing 
d e f i n i r i . d' (•) (•) .. e 1n1t1on at least twice: rea 1ng L1 and L0 as L1 and L0 the first time, 

and as Lt and L~ the second time.) 
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C . (•) "ff . l"d(•) onJecture: A.,L1 1 A is va 1 1 • 

Let L~*) be the smallest subset of SEN which meets the following conditions: 

i) L~*) contains the following axioms: 
- All axioms of Li*) 

- All sentences (~A::,0~) 

ii) if A•L~*) and (A~B)eL~*), then BELi•) 
... ) . f A (•) h * 111 1 -,11 , t en OAELz 

. (•) "ff . . <•) (AL(*) "ff A. l'd(*)) ConJecture: A•L2 1 A 1S validz E 2 1 1S va 1 4 , 

Let L~*) be the smallest subset of SEN which meets the following conditions: 
. ) 1<•) . f 1 . . 
1 3 contains the o lowing ax~oms: 

- All axioms of Li*) 

- All sentences (SA::,DA) 

ii) if AEL~*) and (A?B)EL~*), then B~L~*) 

iii) if A•Li'"), then DA•d'") 

Conjecture: A•L~•) iff A is valid~•). 

Notes 

I am indebted to E.C.W. Krabbe and J.B.M. van Rijen for their helpful 

criticism, to M.J. Petry and J. Vrieze for correcting the English,and to 

C.J.J. de Ruiter for typing the manuscript. 

The reader will notice, however, that my approach is akin to Rescher's. 

Some of his views, expressed by himself in proof-theoretical terms, will 

re-emerge here, but then ~ramed in the language of model theory. See 

especially Rescher (1964). 

2 See iqvist (1973), Gabbay (1972), Lewis (1971), Lewis (1973), Nute (1975a), 

Nute (1975b), Stalnaker (1968), and Stalnaker & Thomason (1970). 

I disregard divergencies as to détails (reckoning the Limit Assumption 

among them). 

Stalnaker (1968), p. 109. 

Lewis (1972), p. 91. 

Popper ( I 97 2) , p. 1, 2 I , 

7 Of course, it is nothing but a working hypothesis that such a truth definition 

is possible at all. Cf. note 14. 

Thomason (1974), p. b7. 

' 9 I am dividing ea~t, ~ ~ into two:prejudict's, i.e. 011i11iu11s a s1>t'ilk~r is <s ,1s.-1> 
not willing to abandon, come what may, and assumptions, i.e. opinions a speaker 

is willing to give up if indeed he is forced to do so. Some refinements come to 

mind: we might introduce a partial ordering of each set of assumptions in order 

to account for the fact that a speaker may be less willing to give up his 

assumption p than his assumption~- Introducing these partial orderings of 

each dl...,, 'v JP,.,, , however, would only complicate the discussion in §3, <s;fW> <S,''W> 

whereas it would in the end make no difference whatever to the logic of counter 

factuals. 

IO It must be clear, however, that our cartoon does not distort reality to such 

an extent that rA] = [A] , , for every A., SEN and <$,--..,>,<s' ,iw'>"' C Il: <s;lil> <s ,1W > 
(must, may, C8) and ~ behave like indexical expressions). 

11 See Groenendijk & Stokhof (1975). Their account differs from mine in two 

respects: 0 -,.,' is only defined for iw'=-,,, and dl ,w is a set of sentences <s ,'O!J> <$ ~> 
(rather than propositions). Consequently, they can only attribute truth values 

to those may- and must-statements, in which may and must do not occur in 

iteration. 

12 Gro2nendijk & Stokhof (1975), p. 69. 

13 Take note of the fact that there is nothing strange in the following 

ca s e s : <mustA,<s,,w>,""\-J'> is false, whereas in fact iw'E: lrA] L <~,tw> 
<mayA,<f.,tw>,11N·'> is true, whereas in fact rw'/ [A] 

<stw> 
<mustA,<s,tw>,'-»'> is true, and in fact 1W't- [A] 

<S,1J,,1> 
<mayA,<s,\\·J>,l..J1> ii true, and in fact u,;1 F fr,.1l ILt\11 <s ,tw> 
<nrustA,<!i;n,,;>,tW1

·~ is false. a;10 in fact n,J1 J. [A~ r - <s;\W> 
<mayA,<s;tw>;~1'> i::; false, and :n fact ·w· ( [A] 

'·$ ,TJil> 
11' Notice the ambiguities in 'It s ho u l d have been raining vesterday'. 

Notice furthermore that the p r o po s ed truth condition for c hould ha.: '·.:~,. 

is not in accord with o u r working hypothesis that the p r o po s i t i o n e, .re s s cd 

by a sentence A/uttered in a context <$,"\W> can be defined in terms o f t.he 

propositions exp r e s s ed by the component sentences B/uttered in the sar.c 

context <$ ,tw>. 

15 This, presumably, would be the strategy of ~qvist, Stalnaker and Thomason. 
0 

Cf. Aqv i. st ( I 97 3) , p. /,_ 

16 For further discussion see Rescher (1962). 

17 I owe this formulation of the problem to a conversation with N. Stemmer. 
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18 Reactions to counterfactual statements form good clues to determine 

someone's prejudices. If the addressee replies with something like 'If ifs 

and ans were pots and pans, there would be no use of tinkers', then you 

have detected one. 

19 Readers familiar with Lewis's theory may compare the subsequent remarks 

with his observations in connection with the Limit Assumption. See Lewis (1973), 

p. 19-21. The examples were suggested by E.C.W. Krabbe, 

' 20 The particular choice of F" is not essential to our argument. <s;u,,> 

21 This inference pattern is discusseL more fully in e.g. Lewis (1973). lts 

invalidity should be obvious from the following example (borrowed from Lewis): 

If the USA threw its weapons into the sea tomorrow, there would be war. Hence, 

if the USA and the other nuclear powers all threw their weapons into the sea 
tomorrow, there would be war. 

22 See Kempson (1976). 

23 See Stalnaker (1973). 

24 See Grice (1975). This is the first publication of his William James Lectures 

at Harvard 1968. 

25 Kempson (1975), p. 25. 

26 This in view of the following maxim of conversation: 'Be sincere! Do not try 

to convince your partner of something which you do not believe yourself.' 
Formally:a judgment <A,<s.w>;,w'> is conversationally incorrect if 
~](•) J_.,iw' f ' . . 11 ~A ~ ~ : Let us urthermore agree that every Judgment is conversationa Y 

<s;TW> <s;w> , 
incorrect if lo 1W j = 0. I think we a~e entitled to stipulate this in virtue of 

<s;w> 
the following maxim: See to it that your opinions are mutually compatible! 

27 Consider a sentence 'If John had not killed him, who else would have done it?' 

stated by someone who, though he erroneously believes that John is not the 

murderer, wants nevertheless to witness against him. 

28 <(A [g->B) ,<s,11o1>,iw'> 
'1W' 

10 I= 0. We assume < $ ;1,1> 

and <(A~B),<s,iw>,,-'> are in any case incorrect if 
,w' 

therefore that IID I 1- 0. <s ;'lil> 

29 I do not want to say that such an incorrect counterfactual judgment becomes 

automatically correct if it is changed into the corresponding indicative judgment. 

Indeed, I think that even the judgments <must(A:>B),<s;w>,,w'> are always 'incorrect 

if stated in the circumstances C2, C3 and C4. My "opponent can prove this on 

account of the maxims mentioned in footnote 26• We leave it to the reader to check 

this. 

30 Lewis (1974), p. 

31 Throughout this section l shall refer to def. 6" and .,def. 6l:, and not Lu 

def. l and • def. 6F. 

32 See Lewis (1973), p. 132-134. 
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